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T
he Western world and the world of

Islam share a history but they also

differ greatly. The rise of terrorism

has once again made us fully aware of that.

In these tense times, I would like to consider

a question that is rarely raised today, yet

which may be very relevant and very reveal-

ing: What attitude do these two worlds take

toward technology?

When you examine this question in

historical perspective you cannot get around

the religious background of technology, both

in the Islamic world and in the West. This

theme is very popular today: there is

a renewed interest in the vitality of religion

around the world and in the arguments

regarding its influence on culture,1 and espe-

cially in the historical development of

technology.

Let me be clear about what I mean by the

term “religion.” When the media pay atten-

tion to “religion,” they usually treat it as one

of many factors or variables in human life,

distinct from, say, sport, politics, or science.

However, if we look carefully at religious

communities and various types of societies

around the world, we can see that religion

is not just a typical function among others,

but is, rather, the root from which the differ-

ent branches of life sprout and grow and

from which they are continually nourished.

Religion is of radical and integral importance:

it concerns the deepest root of human exis-

tence and integrates human life into a coher-

ent whole. I hope to show this once again

in our topic for this afternoon.2

My exploration will consist of the follow-

ing steps. First, I shall briefly sketch the

history of technology in the Islamic world,

after which I shall try to clarify the back-

ground of the mounting tensions between

Islam and the West. We shall review several

Islamic ideologists in whose thinking science

and technology play a big role.3 Islamic

critique of technology comes from two sides:

from the spiritual, peace-loving Muslims

and from the radical, violent branch of Islam.

I shall try to clarify the challenges this poses

for the West by looking at the internal ten-

sions in Western culture itself. These turn out

to be related especially to technology.

The tensions have been present for a long

time, but they have been growing in inten-

sity ever since the former Christian culture

was secularized under the influence of the

Enlightenment, an intellectual movement

which wanted to have nothing to do with

religion yet which, nonetheless, has an inte-

grating effect of its own, and whose relation

to Christianity has become increasingly

strained. The Enlightenment represents the

religion of the closed material world that is

blind to the nonmaterial dimensions of real-

ity. I say this in order to help us gain insight

into the nature of the tensions between

Islam, Christianity, and the Enlightenment in

connection with technological development.

This will enable us to analyze the problems

accurately and to give a start to lessening our

cultural quandaries.
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Both the critique of technology provided by Christian

philosophy and the critique of technology found in Islam

challenge Western culture to change. A turnabout is

needed in the West’s dominant cultural paradigm—in the

ethical framework within which Western culture is devel-

oped. Such a turnabout is crucial because we are dealing

with worldwide problems. It may also lessen tensions

with several currents within the Islamic world. Islamic

terrorists, however, will not be satisfied with that, because

their attitude—as they themselves tell us—concerns a non-

negotiable religious position. At best it will take the wind

out of their sails by overcoming evil with good.

Technology in Islam
What place does the Islamic world assign to science and

technology? After the death of Mahomet in the year 632,

early Islam was strongly influenced by the Greek-

Hellenistic world. This created an atmosphere conducive

to the development of a distinctively Islamic pursuit and

promotion of science.4 The pursuit of science was viewed

as taking place within the universe created by Allah,

a universe that displays order and equilibrium and thus

constitutes an aesthetic unity. The philosophy and science

based on this view experienced a long period of flores-

cence that lasted for more than five hundred years, reach-

ing its zenith in the Arab civilization of the ninth and tenth

centuries and becoming further enriched by knowledge

imported from Persia, India, and even as far away as

China. This growth was in keeping with the lifelong duty

of every Muslim to increase in knowledge. Islamic schol-

ars were already well acquainted with scientific experi-

mentation and technological research. In pursuit of these

activities, care for nature was deemed as important as

a man’s care for his family. It gave a boost to the economic

sector such as trade and commerce, which in turn fostered

further progress in science and technology. Historians

speak of a symbiosis at that time between the Islamic

religion and (applied) science, as graphically illustrated

by the construction in desert countries of monasteries,

mosques, schools, and irrigation works.

It is clear that in the Middle Ages, the Islamic peoples

led the West in science and technology. At the start of the

Middle Ages, Islam even mediated between the ancient

world and the West. In other words, the West owes a great

deal to the Arab world for its scientific development.

Following the eleventh century, however, the pursuit

of science in the Arab countries entered a time of stagna-

tion. For a variety of reasons—mostly political and socio-

economic—it went into decline. Since then, the Islamic

world has increasingly been characterized by traditional-

ism and isolationism, attended by a loss of political power

and a decline in material prosperity. The earlier, positive

appreciation of science and technology even turned into

a negative judgment of them.5

In later times as well, during the industrial and post-

industrial eras, Arab countries contributed little to science

and technology apart from improving the exploration and

marketing of crude oil and refining the weapons tech-

nology imported from other countries. There are, how-

ever, Islamic scholars today who—as we shall see in

a moment—wish to promote modern science and tech-

nology in the light of Islam’s own past and its original

sources.6 Their critique is not so much directed at science

and technology as such, but rather at the “technological

culture” of the West—in other words, at the Western ethos

of technology.

The Influence of the Enlightenment
in the West
Meanwhile, the West, under the influence of its belief in

progress, particularly in the Age of the Enlightenment,

fueled the prejudicial view that the Islamic world, per

definition, erected more and more roadblocks to arrest

science and technology. This action was blamed on Islam’s

contemplative nature and Arab fatalism. That ethos, al-

though at variance with its original attitude, did indeed

acquire much influence in the Islamic world. It even re-

inforced Islam’s resistance to Western science and tech-

nology. Since the twelfth century, the Islamic world is

more oriented to the past than the future. A reversal did

take place in the twentieth century as a result of the pro-

cess of globalization. Arabic universities were established,

borrowing heavily from the West.7 However, it seems that

modern technology is appreciated only insofar as it can be

made to serve Islamic religion. Science and technology,

it is said, must be brought under the Islamic banner. This

goal has not been entirely successful: Western technology

comes hand in hand with Western ethos. This continues

to meet with resistance, just as in the case of the active be-

lief in progress that forms the backdrop of Western ethos.

Acceptance of scientific and technological knowledge—

modernization—stands in sharp contrast with resistance

to Westernization, secularism, materialism, and Western

profanity.8 Islam will have to furnish modernization with

a moral compass.9

Reactions inside Islam
It is important, meanwhile, to distinguish between differ-

ent reactions within Islam. In the case of more than one

Muslim country, those reactions go back to the period of

colonialism. There is first of all the radical, violent, funda-

mentalist current which rejects science and technology as

well as Westernization—the ethos of the Enlightenment.

Another current accepts both elements from the West.

It is mostly found among those who have political and

economic power, but sometimes also among Muslim

scholars.10 Understandably, the first current also attacks

those who accept the second current. This is the reason

why terrorist activities occur just as often in Muslim states

as in Western countries.
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Then there are what Huntington calls the reformists.11

Others see them as spiritually minded and peace-loving.

They accept modern developments in science and tech-

nology short of the dominant Western ethos. They hold

that as the Islamic world embraces Western science and

technology, a thoroughgoing process of rationalization

will have to be accompanied by profound spiritual con-

victions.12 Often they advocate a similar approach to

adopting a Western-style democracy.13

Ideological differences and growing tensions between

these three currents may well cause violent protests

against the West to escalate as well as heighten cultural

tensions within the West, which is being populated by

Muslims in ever greater numbers. The choices of the small-

est group, the fanatical Muslims, pose a violent threat to

Western culture. Their urge to destroy casts a somber

shadow over the world.

Enemies of the West
This destructive urge is explored in a recent study by

Buruma and Margalit.14 They use the term “occidental-

ism” to refer to the demonization of the West as painted by

its enemies. The West, led by America, has blanketed the

globe with industrialism, capitalism, and economic liberal-

ism. The fanatic Muslim regards this “Americanization” as

a machine civilization that destroys cultures. And global-

ization only reinforces this destructive civilization of

machines, which is cold, rationalistic, mechanical, and

without a soul. Granted, the spirit of the West is able to

develop technology and raise it to ever higher levels for

realizing ever larger economic successes; but it cannot

grasp the higher things of life because it is woefully

lacking in spirituality. It is helpless and hopeless in the

very things which humanly speaking are important, nay,

all-important. What the spirit of the West exports is

scientism—the belief in science and technology as the only

way to acquire knowledge.15 In the eyes of Muslims,

the religion of the West is materialism, and this religion

militates against the worship of the Divine spirit.

The hostility that is directed at the West, according to

Buruma and Margalit, is rooted in this resistance to the

“technological culture.” The Western spirit suffers from

a grave mental illness: it is arrogant, shallow, irreverent,

merely efficient, like a computer. Western culture, accord-

ingly, is a spiritless, superficial, materialistic culture of

technological presumption, power hunger and greed—

a brutish and decadent culture, a culture that deserves to

be destroyed. Suicide terrorism has catapulted this hostil-

ity against the West to new heights. The suicide bombers,

as worshipers of the Divine spirit, send the worshipers of

earthly matter to their death with this slogan on their lips:

“Death for the sake of Allah is our supreme ambition.”16

Their war against the West is a holy war.

Islamic Terrorism and Dialectic
Tensions in Western Culture
As they analyze Occidentalism, Buruma and Margalit try

very hard to understand the enemies of the West. They

write: “Unless we understand why they hate the West so

much, we need not nourish the illusion that we can keep

them from destroying mankind.”17 More than once, as

I studied their analysis of Western culture and their search

for the reasons behind the undying hatred of our culture,

I was reminded of what Reformational philosophy has

come to see as the dialectical tension within Western

culture. It is striking how often these authors look for

an explanation in the internal tensions within Western

“technological culture” itself. Ever since globalization set

in, these tensions have been felt worldwide. Whereas until

recently reactions against this culture were confined to the

West itself, counter-movements are today found around

the world. Jihad terrorism is only the most powerful and

the most dangerous expression of it. It often uses critiques

of culture borrowed from Western writers. Popular with

many radical Muslims, for example, is the critique of

“technological culture” leveled by Martin Heidegger.18

But what exactly is meant by “dialectical tensions” in

Western culture? My first inaugural oration dealt with

the cultural tension between technocracy and revolution.19

Since that time, the dialectical tension or inner conflict

in culture, with its constantly altering forms, has been

a recurring theme in my lectures. Identifying the dialectic

allows us to see what is going on in our culture at a

deeper level. It helps us not only to see the inherent prob-

lems and their gravity, but also—knowing their origin and

historical development—how they can be, and must be,

contained.

Dooyeweerd located the origin of the Western dialectic

in the pretended autonomy of humans: the person who is

sufficient unto self, the person without God. This has

resulted in experiencing reality as a closed, human-

centered world, and history as a purely man-made pro-

cess. Because our culture is closed shut to the transcendent

God, humans are thrown back onto a “this-worldly” real-

ity. This dependence, which can occur in a variety of ways,

ultimately leaves an orientation to this world as the only

option. We in the West attempt to realize the idea of self-

glorifying autonomy by means of science, and subse-

quently to confirm it by means of technology. The idea

takes hold that modern technology can bring us the perfect

human and the perfect world. This whole development

has called up forces that have created tensions of gigantic

proportions. The ideal of unprecedented material well-

being may have been realized in part, but at the same time,

it is clear that this prosperity has been attained at the price

of human freedom and at the expense of the biosphere,

and that with all our prosperity, we are standing on the

edge of a volcano that is about to erupt. Western culture
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is a culture that is internally divided. Absolutized freedom

is in tension with the absolutization of scientific-techno-

logical control, and vice versa. It is a tension that shapes

the history of our time.

The Development of
Dialectical Tensions
Initially, the dialectical tensions—which are fundamen-

tally religious in nature—were confined to philosophical

theories. But under the growing influence of the Enlight-

enment, they have entered culture under full sail. It is

entirely in the spirit of the Enlightenment, after all, not

only to understand reality in terms of rationality, but also

to shape the world rationally. The Enlightenment project

aims at using the instrument of reason to create a society

in which human freedom can be enjoyed to the fullest.

The actual situation, however, is that the objective struc-

tures, which autonomous reason designs and then imple-

ments, take on a life of their own, independent of humans,

and as such turn against cultural freedom. That threat is

all the more menacing as the forces to contend with are

developing with accelerating dynamics and increasing

complexity, so that people can no longer size them up,

let alone alter them.

Throughout my course, “Currents in Modern Philoso-

phy,” I have demonstrated how the powers of science,

technology, and economics have been recommended and

reinforced by dominant philosophical currents like posi-

tivism, pragmatism, and systems theory. These currents

are influential especially because they think newer tech-

nologies are needed to solve the cultural problems created

by the technologies that are now outdated. Opposed to

this way of thinking are the philosophical currents repre-

senting the dialectical counter-pole. Thus existentialists

point out that in a technological society, human freedom

suffers as a person is reduced to an object for technical

manipulation. Neo-Marxists call attention to the fact that

the ongoing development of science and technology aug-

ment and affirm the influence of economic and political

powers, threatening humans as bearers of culture and

agents of politics. The advocates of environmentalism

demand attention for the oppression of nature and there-

fore argue for technologies that protect the environment

against pollution and destruction. New Age thinkers pro-

test against materialism and argue for a more spiritual

stance in life. Finally, naturalists (“deep ecologists”)

emphasize the meaning of nature as an integral whole,

over against the impersonal, artificial, and abstract nature

of technology.20

All the while, there is not one person living in the tech-

nological culture who does not feel the tension, mentally

and viscerally. The tension is mounting by the day

between infinite technological expansionism and the finite

nature of creation and its inherent potentials.

The Primacy of the
Scientific-Technological Ideal of
Mastery and Control
Why is it that humankind’s pursuit of mastery and control

always seems to win out over that other pole in the cul-

tural dialectic, namely the ideal of freedom? The reason is

that the mastery pole utilizes the objective powers that

manifest themselves in new scientific and technological

possibilities such as systems theory, information science,

computer technology, and genetic manipulation. And eco-

nomic powers only reinforce that process. However much

the critiques are mounting, a turnabout of culture has

become almost inconceivable. The cause of that lies

especially with economic powers that know no bounds,

and a public that is caught in consumerism and repeatedly

takes the side of the dominant cultural trend in the hope

and belief that even more blessings of science and technol-

ogy will come their way.

The Gravity of the Current Dialectic
It is essential that we emphasize the increasing seriousness

of this historical process. Modern technology and the

wholesale application of what it can do is going through

unprecedented growth and taking on a despotic character.

Its mastery and control of the whole world not only cur-

tails human freedom but also threatens to deplete natural

resources, pollute the environment, and damage nature

beyond repair. Of late, increasing attention is being

paid to climate change as well. The unbridled scientific-

technological dialectic defies natural, ecological, social,

and energy limits, causing clashes which, owing to the

absence of sufficient concrete outlets for the rising ten-

sions, can rapidly escalate into open conflicts.21 The impact

of globalizing technical and economic development in the

Third World often gives rise to deep feelings of political

impotence, combined with a sense of ongoing economic

neglect. It does not take long before people experience this

as a direct form of humiliation. Western science and tech-

nology, riding the current of globalization, put enormous

pressure on other cultures. The dialectic easily translates

into culture wars, ethnic strife, and international standoffs.

Thus political catastrophes may boil over and cultural

cataclysms may detonate.

The new element in the current situation of the cultural

dialectic consists of two components. Thus far, as we saw,

resistance remained confined to subjective resistance.

Because people did not have objective cultural power at

their disposal, their resistance could not succeed in chang-

ing—at best, only in adapting—the “technological culture.”

Now, the first new component of that resistance to the

“technological culture” is coming from the outside, from

Islam. But it has nestled itself, as it were, inside Western

culture, and at the same time—this is the second

new component—it makes use of objective cultural power.
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Terrorism is all too real. A Western philosopher like

Waskow, a revolutionary utopian, was still able in the

sixties to exclaim that the technical culture had to be

violently overthrown,22 but he could get no further than

words. Present-day terrorists have a great deal of cultural

power at their disposal, including technical possibilities,

and form a worldwide network by means of technology—

for example, the Internet—precisely the kind of thing

they oppose. The attack on the Twin Towers makes clear

that they are able to destroy technology with other tech-

nology. Events like these are rightly a grave cause for

concern. How do Muslim ideologists react to the current

cultural situation?

The Critique of Islamic Ideologists
One of the most influential Islamic thinkers of the past

century, the Egyptian writer Sayyid Qutb, championed a

pure Islamic community as a defense against encroaching

Americanism which he interpreted as the empty, idola-

trous materialism of the West.23 In the course of his life,

the behavior of the West made him more and more bitter,

causing him to be opposed to every form of accommo-

dation. Like all dreams about purity, his ideal of spiritual

communion was a fantasy which bore within it the germ

of violence and destruction. Qutb became the founder of

an Islamic ideology that challenged the main ideologies of

the West. His rejoinder to Western arrogance was Islamic

intolerance.24 His objectives were the purity of Islam

and the destruction of the West. Qutb is a representative

of radical Islam which does not flinch from the use of

violence in opposing the West, in fact, advocates it!25

In him, the cultural dialectic has become the engine of

destruction.

Fortunately there are also reformists, Muslims who aim

at harmonious co-existence. One of them is Mohammed

Iqbal, a writer from Pakistan. Iqbal is no occidentalist.

He critiques the West from a Muslim perspective, in par-

ticular, the unbridled development of science and technol-

ogy, the financial power of capitalism, the inherent forms

of economic exploitation, and the secularism attendant

upon it. He blames Western influence for detaching people

from Allah—thus putting his finger on the worst effect of

the Enlightenment—and causing them to serve idols of

their own making. Hence he is very critical of Western

arrogance, Western imperialism, and public morality in

the West. Nevertheless, Iqbal does not take distance from

science and technology.26 On the contrary, for his ideas on

that score, he takes as his basis the familiar Muslim con-

cept of the Unity of Allah. That unity has to be reflected in

human society in the form of harmony, expressed in jus-

tice, equality, solidarity, and care for nature and the envi-

ronment. Thus, in keeping with the spirit of early Islam,

he advocates important reforms in science and technology,

hoping in this way to reduce the cultural tensions.27

Points of Agreement with Islam
In the same vein, Pakistani Muslim Mohammed Abdus

Salam, a winner of the Nobel Prize for physics, has made

a plea for accepting technology. In a very readable paper

of 1983, he states that Allah has placed everything on

earth “at the service of” humans.28 Muslim scholars are to

acquire insight into the world and thus into Allah’s plan.

Science must be an integral part of the human community

for the purpose of promoting material well-being. Accord-

ingly, Salam orients himself to the universality of science

and technology. Their successes should be a cause of grati-

tude to Allah and of greater conformity from now on to

Allah’s will. In order to learn about the proper motives for

pursuing science and technology, Salam wants to go back

to the early beginnings of Islam, when the torch of scien-

tific and technical development was passed on from gen-

eration to generation. For him, therefore, Islam is essential

for the correct motivation and ethics of science and tech-

nology. In this way, this Muslim scholar has spoken about

the relation or interaction between religion and technol-

ogy in words which are new in the present-day Muslim

world and which are seldom if ever heard in the Enlight-

enment thinking of the Western world.

Christian Philosophy and the
Critique of Technology
That said, reformist Muslims do have a one-sided opinion

of Western culture. It is a matter of historical record that

the Enlightenment has Christian roots. But this intellec-

tual-spiritual movement, which arose in the eighteenth

century, has increasingly taken distance from Christianity,

has in fact more than once repudiated it. Accordingly,

it is not right of Islam to make little or no distinction

between the influence of Christianity and that of the

Enlightenment, as if the two would necessarily lead to

a similar ethics for technology.29 On the contrary, Chris-

tianity, as I have shown, levels a profound criticism at

the dialectic tensions inherent in the Enlightenment

worldview.

In the course of the twentieth century, both ideals of the

Enlightenment—the ideal of human freedom and the ideal

of scientific-technical control—have reached a crisis

which may have disastrous consequences for global

culture. Dialectical tensions in culture are building up.

Radical and violent Islam is offering ever stronger resis-

tance. In other words, Western culture is increasingly

being exposed to threats by internal and external forces

alike. No less a person than Habermas, at heart an Enlight-

enment philosopher, has recently shown that the “failed

Enlightenment” needs religion.30 Huntington argues that

the clash between Islamic and Western civilizations is due

to the weakening of Christianity as the central component

of the West.31 The question is pressing: Can a culture that

has lost its religious roots survive?32 A renewal of Western
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culture would mean that Westerners return to the reli-

gious well-spring of the Christian religion and that Chris-

tianity embraces its cultural calling and actively pursues it.

Christianity, on the basis of a powerful conviction, ought

to appeal earnestly and emphatically for a turnaround of

Western culture. Thankfully, that call is being answered

today from all sides. I am thinking here of the effort of

theologian Hans Küng to arrive at a “global ethics” for sci-

ence and technology.33 World organizations of churches,

too, have published reports in which developments in

Western culture are heavily criticized.34

There is much that is valuable in these calls for change.

I do think, however, that they trace the problems and ten-

sions of our culture too much to a disruption of economic

relations and view them too little against the backdrop of

the twin ideals of the Enlightenment. Those ideals are in

tension with each other. How can that tension be eased?

By replacing autonomous freedom with a freedom that

answers to values like order, discipline, authority, respect,

trust, mutual help, human solidarity—thus a freedom that

is linked to responsibility. As well, there must come a new

motivation for science and technology. Dominating power

must make way for serviceable power with a view to

global justice. The norms and values for technology should

no longer be derived from the scientific-technological

worldview, which leads ultimately to developments with-

out purpose or direction. This realization is essential, be-

cause it is precisely technology that lies at the basis of

many cultural activities. And to resort without question

to technological solutions for problems occasioned by

technology is to pre-program, as it were, new problems

and threats. That is why a different view of technology

opens up the possibility of reducing or even resolving our

cultural problems. The lofty flight of technology needs

a transcendental anchor. But how?

What we need to do, first of all, is to acknowledge

God as the origin of all things and to recognize people

as responsible creatures, made in the image of God and

commissioned to unfold God’s creation with all they have,

including science and technology. Such a recognition

makes the meaningfulness of science and technology sub-

servient to the divine meaning and purpose of history,

namely the coming of the kingdom of God.35 In the place

of the dominant worldview of the Enlightenment must

come an orientation to the unfolding of creation in a dis-

closure of its potentials, a historical process that began in

a garden and will end in a garden-city.36 A sustainable

and durable society cannot do without religion and

spirituality. In short, in its desire for a transformation of

“technological culture,” Christianity opposes the “religion

of matter” as much as does reformist Islam.

For that matter, happily, there are plenty of people out-

side Christianity and Islam who are keenly aware that

Western culture is in need of a fundamental change,

a radical shift in direction. A radical change is needed,

as we saw, because of gathering clouds within and threats

from without, like those from radical Islam. As we work

toward this goal, we may expect additional help—despite

big differences with Christianity—from reformist Islam

on account of its ethos, its care for nature and the environ-

ment, and its concern for social justice. Mutual support of

this kind could be very useful in bringing about the much

needed paradigm shift away from “technological culture.”

The Paradigm Theory of
Thomas Kuhn
To make the notion of a “paradigm shift” clearer, I shall

give as an example Thomas Kuhn’s paradigm theory of

scientific development. Kuhn has demonstrated on the

basis of the actual growth of science in history that sci-

entific theories can ultimately be explained in terms of

sociological, psychological, economic, and even religious

factors. His theory explains not only the continual growth

of scientific knowledge but especially also its development

in spurts. The continual development of science exhibits

stability and consensus among scientists. Whenever it

reaches a crisis, however, the basic framework—or para-

digm—within which science is practiced alters. That is to

say, the reigning paradigm will be exchanged for one with

greater explanatory power. Not until the new paradigm

is firmly established will the crisis in science be resolved,

followed by a new period of “normal” scientific work.

In the meantime, along with the paradigm shift, the truth

claims of science are considerably relativized.37

Kuhn shows that during crises in the formation of sci-

entific theories, big fundamental questions are abruptly

pushed to the surface. The old scientific beliefs are shaken

to their foundations. Old assumptions are questioned.

Community among scientists erodes. Consensus about

values crumbles. The “tacit knowledge” shared by like-

minded scholars begins to totter. The old paradigm has

had its day. A new development gains ground.38

Could the necessary change in the cultural paradigm be

analogous to Kuhn’s view of paradigm shifts in science?

Analogies can be helpful but they also have their limita-

tions. Science, for example, is only a branch or component

of culture. Culture comprises so much more than science.

Yet I feel we have good reason, precisely because our

culture is more and more seen as a “technological culture”

or a “scientific culture,” to allow ourselves to be inspired

by Kuhn.

The Transformation of
“Technological Culture”
One wonders: a relativizing of the current cultural para-

digm, leading to its transformation—could it happen in

the present cultural development? The reigning paradigm
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poses many problems in the West. And we are trying to

solve these problems by the same means and the same

methods that have called them into being in the first

place! The solutions turn out to be, owing to economic and

political support, part of the problem. Slowly, but surely,

we are beginning to realize that this cannot go on. Is there

a possibility that the crisis will help us find the way to

a new phase of culture in which the problems of “techno-

logical culture” can really be pushed back?

Any cultural revolution or turnaround, by analogy

with a scientific revolution, will be accompanied by tense

discussions which will ultimately hark back to what

people believe and what they consider to be true. The part

that religion plays in all this will become unmistakably

evident. Religion, or religions, will offer different critiques

of culture or technology, as is the case with Christianity

and reformist Islam. The challenge will be to come up

with a different cultural paradigm that reduces the

cultural dialectic and curtails or even resolves present

problems and threats. That will not be easy, because the

representatives of the old culture model will not give it

up so quickly. They will hold on to it with a kind of

grim stubbornness. I am speaking of economic, political,

and cultural counterforces. Yet at the same time, the longer

current developments continue, the clearer their weakness

will become. Surely this is patently evident in the mount-

ing consequences that stem from current scientific-

technical-economic thought and are threatening the whole

world.

The Conflict between Industrial and
Organic Farming
Nevertheless, there are possibilities. One concrete exam-

ple today of a cultural transformation, both in the West

and in the Muslim world,39 is the contest—successful or

not, convincingly argued or not—between organic farm-

ing and industrial agriculture. The latter is giving rise to

more and more problems. Chances are that these problems

will be taken more seriously and solutions pursued more

earnestly as a growing number of opponents of industrial

agriculture and proponents of organic farming enter

into dialogue with each other and an increasing number

of successful alternatives are realized within the as yet

vague contours of a new paradigm. Conversely you hear

defenders of industrial agriculture arguing for more

environmentally friendly ways of farming. Either way,

it is evident that people are facing up to existing problems

and are searching for new, more sustainable methods of

agriculture.40

Cultural Turnaround
Similar turnarounds should address the whole of “techno-

logical culture.” Owing to looming problems, we are

witnessing a growing interest among politicians and econ-

omists in cultural alternatives, sustainable development,

and socially responsible corporate behavior. The socio-

economic climate is becoming more favorable for drastic

change. Recent reports to government from the world

of business state that more needs to be done to tackle

environmental pollution and climate change.41 Another

catalyst for developing new cultural alternatives is the

latest UN Report on Climate, compiled by a global consor-

tium of 2,500 researchers who finger humans and their

technology, economics, and consumption as the chief

culprits of the enormous emissions of greenhouse gases,

with all the risks that this entails.

Attention to climate change, rise in sea levels, shifting

climate regions, disruption of ecological systems, loss of

biodiversity, new tropical diseases, and so on—all argue

for a change in our cultural ethos. So do the activities

deployed by men like Bill Clinton and Al Gore. Nor

should we underestimate the impact of the many years

that the Greenpeace movement has been active. More and

more eyes are beginning to see the need for a new cultural

paradigm. More and more people are realizing that

modern society with its patterns of producing, mastering,

and consuming is inherently, not coincidentally, unsus-

tainable.42 These emerging factors are now undermining

the very cultural patterns that exist at the moment. And to

the degree that governments work seriously toward

levels of sustainability—by introducing the precautionary

principle, for example—and thus do not allow sustain-

ability to become a mantra or a myth, to that degree the

public will begin to doubt whether the prevailing culture

is at all sustainable. In this way, politics can contribute

positively toward a change in the attitude of many toward

culture. And if, in addition, consumers begin to realize

how new approaches can help them escape certain

dangers and how their quality of life can be improved,

conditions will be favorable for a cultural crisis. The much

needed cultural turnaround will then become a realistic

prospect, with greater attention for the life of future

generations and for the rich variety of countless fellow-

creatures, hence for true sustainability. A realistic prospect

as well will be that more attention will be paid to the pro-

motion of justice in the face of the injustices intrinsic to

current trends in globalization.

Accordingly, it is of paramount importance that the

post-industrial culture assist in reducing and resolving the

problems and threats of industrial culture. That will have

to be a learning process of small and large steps, a process

in which serious attention is paid to things that have been

blithely ignored in the past or are conveniently being over-

looked in the present. I suspect that the heightened

interest in religions at the moment has everything to do

with it. It is from those religions that long-neglected but

fundamental questions are back on the table. What is the

essence of human life? What is the meaning of culture,

technology, and economy? Proceeding from these funda-
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mental questions—from the religious roots of cultures—

the consequences are being examined for all culturally

formative sectors. In Kuhn’s terminology, we can speak

by analogy of the great need of a “gestalt switch,” a “turn-

around,” a “revolution.” What is needed is nothing less

than a “leap.” Justly so, for it is “time to run.” The cultural

experiment that was grounded in the Enlightenment—

it is patently clear everywhere—has failed. We need not

deny the many good things it has brought us to conclude

that, as a whole, it is leading us to disaster. The tensions

and menaces need to be turned back if civilization is to

survive. For that to be possible, a firm basic orientation,

a fixed anchor—in other words, a meta-historical com-

pass—is required.

Content of a New Cultural Paradigm
But what should the new cultural paradigm look like?

What would it be, essentially? It will have to differ from

the previous one and yet incorporate the old in a process

of transformation. In the old cultural paradigm, nature is

seen as lifeless and, given that framework, is exploited

by unbridled manipulation. Thus, if until recently nature,

humans, environment, plants and animals were viewed

from a technical perspective—the so-called “machine

model”—now the overriding viewpoint in cultural for-

mation will have to be the protection of life. Science and

technology and economics should no longer destroy life

in all its multiplicity and rich variety of shapes and forms

but, on the contrary, stand in the service of it. When that

is done, technology and economics will be able to answer

better to their intrinsic meaningfulness.

Proceeding from different religious perspectives,

Christianity and Islam, however widely they differ reli-

giously and—I emphasize this—however unbridgeable

these differences will remain, both also have much in

common, enabling them to get along in working toward

such a cultural turnaround.43 The garden model suits both

Christianity and Islam.44 Both seem to concur with this

confession: “We love all creation because of the Creator.”45

Christian and Islamic culture, each in its own way, can

contribute to a globalizing culture in which life is not

threatened but enriched and in which greater justice and

righteousness are practiced to ease tensions. For all their

great differences, together they can work for greater social

cohesion and mutual peace. Christians should be eager

to promote forms of collaboration like this, for they

are called to be peacemakers.46 If, however, Christians

lack the power of faith and fail to conclude a moral pact

with reformist Islam, then a transformation of culture will

not succeed. Then the battle between the competing claims

of Enlightenment and radical Islam will intensify and

Muslim violence will increase. Then there will be reason

enough to remain pessimistic about the future.47

Summary and Conclusions
Technical thinking predominates in industrial society.

Virtually everything is viewed in terms of the technical

model or—more broadly—the machine model. Neither of

these models has any room for life as a fundamental and

decisive factor. They have guided the application of the

power of technology in a tyrannical way. Huge problems

have been the result. Today we can see how the “techno-

logical culture” threatens life itself, to the point of destroy-

ing it. A solution to these problems of modern culture

is impossible so long as we continue to think and act

within the parameters of the technical model.

In the new phase of culture and civilization, however,

we shall not say farewell to technology as such but we

shall have to put it in the service of life and human society.

Reality must no longer be viewed as providing mere

objects for technical manipulation but must instead be

received in love as a prior given, as a divine creation,

as a gift from God. Such an attitude will require respect

and awe for the Owner of all things; it will call for open-

ness, humility, meekness, wonder, reverence, and care.

Our appreciation of technology will change completely

if the will to power and master is exchanged for respect

for all that lives, in all its multi-colored variety and multi-

plicity. It will also alter our attitude toward our fellow

beings and foster love of the worldwide community of

humankind. The aim of technology should not be to break

down in order to master and control, but should be to

unfold and cause to flourish. For a healthy disclosure of

the creation, both Christianity and reformist Islam must

nurture the perspective of the living and vibrant garden-

city, of a culture that takes care of nature and the environ-

ment. The preservation of life and well-being is worth

more than material prosperity.

A culture whose basic categories are life and love and

whose mission is to promote and strengthen the cause of

justice and righteousness in the world will orient itself to

supra-subjective normative limits. This will make possible

a more balanced, sustainable, peaceable, and also richly

varied development. When people learn to practice mod-

eration, tensions and threats will subside, not only within

the West itself but also in Western relations with Islamic

culture. Given its ethos, it must be possible to win over

reformist Islam for a turnaround of culture. To the extent

that radical, violent Muslims refuse to go along with this

development, political measures will have to cut them off

from the objective cultural powers of science, technology,

and economics; from financial funds and subsidies; and

from weapons. In light of this perspective, world problems

and global menaces can be pushed back, terrorist threats

can be combatted more effectively, and a more durable

and just global development can be realized as we move

toward the second decade of the twenty-first century. �
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